It May Get Worse Before it Gets Better

When working with clients, I sometimes tell them that things may get worse before they
gets significantly better.
Often, the reason I will say that is becau愀礀 杵愀祵ally there are many powerf祵l emotions and
sensations trapped within the psyche. A way to 杵慮derstand the phenomena is as so.
Consider a child who 杩n some way is being abu愀礀, let’s say the child is being physically
abu愀礀. When the abu愀礀†occurs there are powerf祵l emotions and tho祵ghts which go along
with the physical assau慬t. Becau愀礀 杴he 礀 杦礀lings and tho祵ghts are overwhelming a child
might initially dissociat 杦祲om the assau慬t. It is a way for the child to 杳urvive witho祵t
breaching psyche to 杴he point of madness/insanity. For a child it is an appropriat 条nd
u愀礀祵l coping strat y given the circumstances.
However, dissociation can quickly turn to 杲ep杲ession – we pu愀票 painf祵l incidents into our
u慮consciou愀礮 Sometimes we can clearly remember the events, bu慴 the f礀lings and tho祵ghts
associat  with the event are so far pu愀票ed into 杴he u慮consciou愀礠that 祦ectively we have
numbed ou慴 the pain. It is a bit like treating the pain of a broken arm, witho祵t dealing with
the break 杩n the bone. The reason we do 杮ot deal with the break 杩t愀礀f is becau愀礀 条s a child
we simply do 杮ot have the skills 杮or resources to 杤o 杳o.
As adu慬ts whenever w礀 条pproach the problematic event or series of events w礀 杢 in to
experience some of the original overwhelming f礀lings and tho祵ghts that are buried
within. Often the reason why people enter therapy is becau愀礀 杵慮consciou愀礠f礀lings,
tho祵ghts and sensations are b inning to 杳urface. At some level they礠f礀l 杵慮able to 杣ope
with what is occurring becau愀礀 杯f the overwhelming and powerf祵l
emotions/tho祵ghts/sensations experienced at the time.
The other side 杯f the coin is that they礠are ready to 杢 in to deal with what is occurring in
experience. U慮consciou愀祬y, it is a way of letting ourselves k杮ow that it is safe eno祵gh to 杤o
the requir  work. Sometimes the ‘requir  work’ is done 杩n spurts – a stop start type of
scenario is not u慮common. The requir  work is the reprocessing of the original
trau慭a/event/event 礮 Often this is mistaken as having to 杲ecall the memory, bu慴 in practice,
it is the emotional/psychological components w票ich n礀d to 杢e reprocess .
A way to 杴hink abou慴 this is that when someone 杩s in danger the psyche is orientat 
towards 杳urvival. It adopts a let’s get u愀礠thro祵gh it as best as we can approach. Lat  in life
as we gather skills 条nd psychological resources w礀 杢 ome more prepard to 杤eal with the
rep杲essed mat ial. In a fashion it b omes safer to 杤eal with the original incidents and
rep杲ocess them.
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This is exactly what occurs in the therapeutic environment. As the therapist/healer builds
trust with the client, the client unconsciously feels safer. At this time, powerful emotions,
disturbing dreams, violent imagery, and uncomfortable physical sensations may surface just
to mention a few phenomenon. From the client’s perspective, they can begin to question
their original decision to undergo psychotherapy because in some ways they feel worse than
when they first began. It is no easy thing for clients to deal with the overwhelming nature
of repressed traumatic material. From the therapists perspective, that feelings, sensations,
disturbing dreams and imagery is surfacing is a good sign. It means that the client is
starting to get to some of the core difficulties at hand.
It is not unusual for the client to quit therapy at this point. This is not a sign of failure. On
the contrary, it typically means the client needs some breathing space and finds that what
the unconscious is throwing up in their direction is too overwhelming for the time being.
Working with the unconscious is not a precise science and being overwhelmed can rear its
head at the most unexpected times and places.
Often clients will return to therapy months or years later be it with the same therapist or a
different one. The break from psychotherapy/healing is in effect a period of gathering
additional resources.
The meaning of it may get worse before it gets better at least in the way I often use it is
simply because the unconscious is likely to throw up repressed/dissociated material which is
experienced as powerful and sometimes overwhelming for the client.
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